Maneuver-free determination of compliance and resistance in ventilated ARDS patients.
At present, most methods of lung mechanics analysis do not take nonlinearities of compliance and resistance into account. Nevertheless, nonlinearity of compliance is an inherent property of the respiratory system in ARDS and nonlinearity of resistance is an inherent property of the endotracheal tube. Herein we describe a computer-assisted multipoint method (LOOP) for breath-by-breath calculation of total respiratory system compliance (Ctrs) and total respiratory system resistance (Rtrs). Unlike our previously published method, LOOP excludes nonlinearities of compliance and resistance by confining the data used from the P/V/V loop to sequences with constant flow in inspiration and with steadily decreasing flow in expiration. LOOP was applied to five patients ventilated after open heart surgery (HEART group) and 12 patients ventilated for ARDS (ARDS group). The compliance results from LOOP were compared with the semistatic reference values corrected for intrinsic PEEP (CsST,IP). In the ARDS patients the compliance values from LOOP (46 ml/mbar) corresponded well with the semistatic compliance (CsST,IP = 42 ml/mbar). Despite the fact that there is no reference method for resistance known to date, we also determined the semistatic resistance (RsST) at end-inspiratory pause. The resistance values determined with LOOP were 8.5 mbar/L/s (RsST = 7.3 mbar/L/s) in the HEART group and 11.1 mbar/L/s (RsST = 8.6 mbar/L/s) in the ARDS group. LOOP gives a good correspondence between the linear RC model and the measured data in ARDS patients. In conclusion, LOOP requires neither an end-inspiratory pause (EIP) nor additional determination of intrinsic PEEP and gives Ctrs, automatically corrected for IPEEP, as well as Rtrs breath by breath at the bedside.